Enhance the aesthetics of your streetscape while increasing safety and security with our line of distinctive bollards. At Reliance Foundry, we offer an extensive catalogue of bollards, in a wide range of styles, that are kept in stock and ready to ship when you need them. Unsurpassed craftsmanship and meticulous attention to detail make our bollards the industry leader. Reliance Foundry’s proprietary coating system delivers first-rate protection and all of our bollards are designed to deliver an exceptionally long service life. With top-notch product support and a catalogue that continues to grow, we offer bollard solutions that excel in a wide variety of applications.

www.reliance-foundry.com/bollard
ARCHITECTURAL AND LANDSCAPE HIGHLIGHTING

Accentuate your streetscape or highlight the natural features of your landscape with our line of decorative bollards. Decorative bollards create low-impact perimeters that increase safety and highlight natural and architectural features. With models available in all architectural styles, our decorative bollards are kept in stock and ready to ship when you need them. Whether your project requires a contemporary or traditional approach, we have a bollard that will compliment your architecture.

Aluminum Bollards
Experience the ease of light-weight, corrosion resistant bollards that can be easily transported; ideal for applications that require removable mountings.

Ductile Iron Bollards
Trust the time-honored solution for communicating traffic flow and enhancing the aesthetics of your streetscape.

Steel Bollards
Bring out the character of your business or community with our exclusive line of uniquely-styled steel bollards.

SECURITY POST ENHANCEMENT

Do drab security posts detract from your site’s architecture?

With our decorative line of bollards and post covers, security does not have to equal the loss of architectural form. Decorative bollards and post covers are easily installed over security posts with just a few simple steps. In styles ranging from traditional to contemporary, our bollard and post covers showcase your commitment to safety and enhance the aesthetics of your streetscape.

Security Post Covers
Bring a touch of classic ambience to your streetscape with the ornamentation of bollards that can easily be installed over security posts.

Stainless Steel Post Covers
Add aesthetic value to your streetscape with stylish and durable covers that prolong the life of security posts.

Plastic Bollards and Post Covers
Protect security posts from the elements and add basic ornamentation to your streetscape with covers that increase visibility and decrease maintenance, available in both premium and economy models.
TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT

At Reliance Foundry, we recognize that safety must be the first priority in areas where both vehicles and pedestrians converge. That is why we offer a line of highly-visible bollards that are designed to increase safety and effectively communicate intended traffic routes. Performing functions ranging from lane demarcation to temporary laneway restriction, we provide traffic bollards that safely manage both vehicular and pedestrian traffic.

Flexible Bollards
Provide a safety-oriented, traffic deterrent that bends up to 90° upon impact to reduce potential damage to vehicles.

Removable Bollards
Experience the convenience of bollards that can be readily removed to open laneways to emergency and maintenance vehicles.

Retractable Bollards
Cater to the changing access needs of your streetscape with sleek stainless steel bollards that can be readily telescoped into the ground.

SPECIALIZED APPLICATIONS

85 years of casting experience with a 10 year focus on bollards has taught us that no two installations are ever the same. We realize that unique environments and project designs often require specialized solutions. We’re committed to meeting the evolving needs of our customers and that includes providing solutions to the demands of every bollard project. Remember that if your bollard project has unique requirements, we’re available to provide assistance.

Asset Protection Bollards
Protect indoor, retail assets and warehouse racks from the dings and dents of carts, cleaning equipment and other hand-powered machinery.

Bike Bollards
Make a “green” statement while directing traffic and catering to the modern commuter with bollards that feature secure bike-locking arms.

Solar-Powered Lighting Bollards
Brighten commercial walkways and increase safety with smart technology that adapts to changing weather patterns.
COMPANY OVERVIEW

At Reliance Foundry, a commitment to innovation has allowed us to adapt to the changing needs of our customers for over 85 years. With a catalogue that currently features bollards, bike racks, industrial wheels and custom steel and iron castings, this commitment has allowed us to grow from limited manufacturer to global supplier.

Reliance Foundry’s storied history began in 1927 and today we remain committed to delivering the products that meet the evolving needs of contemporary businesses and communities. We search the globe to source the most innovative and economical metal solutions. As our product offering continues to grow, we’re quickly becoming your all in one source for decorative and functional bollards, site furnishings and castings.

With the support of foundry professionals and industry-leading online resources, we’re available to guide you through your bollard, bike parking, industrial wheel or custom casting project from the design to the delivery stage. At Reliance Foundry, we strive to provide the highest level of product support and customer service. Contact us today to see how we can help!

SUSTAINABILITY

Sustainability is a core business value at Reliance Foundry and we’ve made producing environmentally-friendly products a top priority. Wherever possible, our bollards, bike stands, castings and wheels are created from recycled material and almost every product in our catalogue is fully recyclable. We design our products to provide exceptionally long service lives and we continue to seek out new ways to lessen their environmental impact. At Reliance Foundry, we recognize that supporting “green” initiatives and environmentally-friendly practices contributes to the success of both our business and yours.